Bus #22
Elem/Middle/High School

Leave 6:43 am

East on Rogers to Stowell (TL)
Continue east to Plank (TL) [stop loading]
North to Stewart (TR) to Yensch (TL) [begin loading]
North to Day (TL)
West to Tuttle Hill (TR)
North to Oelke (TL)
West to Plank (TL)
South to Day (TL) (TA)
West to Plank (TL)
South to Bigelow (TR)
Turns into Stowell then Main
Return to school

Note PM: Drop
Little Angels
Daycare first. M 50
West L @ Russell
Stovers, L @ MB&T
Center to white
vinyl fence.

*THIS ROUTE MAY HAVE SOME CHANGES DUE TO RIDERS LOCATIONS*
*STUDENTS MAY BE ASKED TO WALK TO CERTAIN PICK-UP POINTS*
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